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The performance data shown represents past performance, which is not a guarantee of future results.  

Return data is as of 9/30/2022.  Except as noted, index returns are total returns. 
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The broad equity markets produced poor performance during the 3rd quarter.  Inflation, rising interest rates and a potential 

recession provided headwinds, and the S&P 500 was down (4.88%), the Russell 2000 (small caps) was down (2.19%) and 

the MSCI EAFE (International index) was down (9.36%) during the quarter.  For the year, all 3 of these indices are down 

over 20%.   
 

3Q22 YTD

S&P 500 (large cap) -4.88% -23.87%

MSCI EAFE (International index net return) -9.36% -27.09%

Rusell 2000 (small cap) -2.19% -25.10%  
 

The Federal Reserve raised the Fed funds rate 1.50% in two separate .75% increases during the quarter to try to slow 

down inflation.  This put pressure on the broad bond market, and the Bloomberg US Agg index was down (4.75%) during 

the quarter and is down (14.61%) for the year.  With stock markets down and bonds losing money, it has created an 

environment where there is almost no place to hide.  In addition, the Fed reiterated its stance against inflation and its 

resolve to bring it down, so the hope of the Fed quickly pivoting away from its rate raising campaign faded and 

contributed to the selloff. 

 

The pace of Fed rates increases has been unsettling and will likely lead to continued volatility during the 4th quarter.  

While tough market and economic environments are not pleasant, there are some positive things to focus on during the 4th 

quarter and into next year: 

 

• Market selloffs provide opportunities to make good investments that can potentially produce solid long-term 

returns, so I’ll be looking to rebalance portfolios at better prices and valuations. 

• When inflation starts to roll over, we could see market performance improve.  In an odd way, bad news for the 

economy could be good news for equity markets as a slowing economy could cause the Fed to slow its rate 

increases.   

• We typically see some of the best performing market days during these times of volatility, so staying invested is 

important. 

• The yields on fixed income investments are improving.    

• There will be some tax loss harvesting potential in taxable accounts 

 

On a tactical basis for portfolios, I continue to like 1) the value investing style, 2) small cap securities and 3) the 

international space, which has underperformed domestic equites for the last decade.  I expect to find some good buying 

opportunities in these areas and other parts of the market during the 4th quarter and into 2023.   

 

Please reach out if you have any questions or if I can do anything for you.  
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